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Abstract—To reduce the intensity of EMP penetrated to the
electronic devices mounted in an enclosure, some electromagnetic
shielding structure are required. In this paper, EMP penetration
through the slots and glass aperture at a simple rack are
considered. In addition, the effect of shielding film applied to
these parts are analyzed so that a shielding guideline for a simple
rack structure can be proposed from further case study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is one of the representative
technology of the modern military weapons. As one of many
types of EMP, High-Altitude Electromagnetic pulse (HEMP)
is occurred from the nuclear explosion at an altitude of tens
of kilometers, and it causes serious malfunctions in electronic
devices for power supply and control systems [1]. A metal en-
closure, such as commercial rack, are used to mount electronic
devices, but there are some narrow slots and apertures at the
enclosure for the use of the devices inside the rack. The field
penetration through the slots and apertures have been analyzed
in many researches [2]–[5]. Because of the weakness of these
parts to EMP penetration, some electromagnetic shielding
structures are needed to protect the electronic systems. In this
paper, the field penetration through narrow slots and apertures
with a electromagnetic shielding material are studied.

II. CONDITIONS FOR ANALYSIS

A. Structure of Enclosure

A simple rack which satisfies IEC 297 standard is modeled
and analyzed as enclosure. To show the effect of electromag-
netic shielding, a shielding material is applied to each part. A
shielding material is filled at the narrow slots of the rack. To
analyze the field penetration through the aperture, an effective
medium which is equivalent to a glass aperture with a shielding
film is used.

B. Shielding Material and Effective Medium

To consider the effect of shielding materials applied to nar-
row slots and glass aperture, the permittivity and permeability
of materials are needed first, and it can be done by calculating
equivalent conductivity of them. Two samples of materials
which have different shielding effectivenesses, 20 dB and 30

dB, are used. Equivalent conductivity can be calculated from
shielding effectiveness and thickness of them.

A glass aperture with shielding film is a multi-layered
dielectric structure. The numerical analysis of transmission and
reflection characteristic of this multi-layered dielectric con-
taining thin dielectric has higher computational cost than that
of single-layered dielectric. Therefore, an effective medium
which has same transmission and reflection characteristics
with the original structure can be used. The permittivity and
permeability of effective medium can be derived by using
Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) method [6]–[8]. The S-parameter
can be calculated from the boundary value problem of the
multi-layered dielectric.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSION

To analyze the field penetration into an enclosure, a com-
mercial time-domain solver was used. A simple rack structure
is modeled, and the detailed model of the rack for the field
simulation is shown in Fig. 1. The width of narrow slots are
2 mm, and the overall structure of the rack is assumed as
perfect electric conductor except the narrow slots and glass
apertures in front of the rack. E1 pulse which has a shape of
double exponential pulse is applied as incident field [1]. The
polarization of incident field is assumed as y-axis in order to
set the worst condition for the field penetration.

The electric field distribution in dB scale compared to the
incident field is shown in Fig. 2. The observation plane is

Fig. 1: Structure of a simple rack model (unit : mm).
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Fig. 2: E-field distribution inside the rack (no shielding
material).

Fig. 3: E-field distribution inside the rack (20 dB shielding
material at the slots).

Fig. 4: E-field distribution inside the rack (30 dB shielding
material at the slots).

cross-section at 1100 mm height. It can be found that electric
field penetrated through the slots has dominant strength. This
is because half-wavelength resonance is occurred at the slots.
Therefore, it is expected that narrow slots are weaker parts than
glass aperture with respect to EMP penetration. As another
case, shielding material is applied to the slots. In the case of
shielding material which has 20 dB of shielding effectiveness,
the amplitude of penetrated field is decreased, as shown in
Fig. 3. However, there is no meaningful difference between

Fig. 5: E-field distribution inside the rack without the slots
(20 dB shielding material at the aperture).

the result of 20 dB and 30 dB shielding material as shown
in Fig. 4. This is because electric field penetrated through the
aperture becomes dominant as the shielding effectiveness of
the material applied to the slot becomes increased. As the
third case, Fig. 5 shows the result for a rack which only has
glass aperture with 20 dB shielding film. The amplitude of the
penetrated field through the aperture becomes decreased.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the analysis of EMP penetration into a simple rack
structure, narrow slots and glass aperture are considered. In
addition, electromagnetic shielding materials are applied to the
narrow slots and aperture respectively. For the glass aperture,
an effective medium is used to decrease computational cost.
From further study, a guideline for electromagnetic shielding
can be proposed in order to satisfy the specific value of
shielding effectiveness required for an enclosure like a simple
rack.
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